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The London Metals Exchange (LME) has seen its trading volumes continually expand of late, with 120.3 million lots
traded in 2010, an increase of 7.4 per cent from 2009. This expansion is on the back of an increased interest in
commodity trading and an expanded range of products, the latest being LME Cobalt and Molybdenum.
Serving as the global price benchmark for the non-ferrous metals industry, LME is a deeply liquid market, providing
the tools for price and risk management in the form of futures and options on the metals, to all stages of the
production chain for the industry, from miners to final product producers like automotive manufacturers.
Liz Milan, managing director of LME Asia, who spoke at the International Trading Institute @ Singapore Management
University’s (ITI@SMU) (http://www.smu.edu.sg/centres/iti/index.asp) guest lecture series, explained the history,
purposes and workings of the exchange. Milan joined the LME in 2005, where she ran the exchange global physical
market and later became the project director for steel. She was responsible for the launch of the LME steel billet
contract in 2008 – a world first for steel futures. In 2010, she was posted to Singapore. Prior to joining the LME, she
was a trader with Sempra Metals Limited and Enron Industrial Markets, trading physical steel and over-the-counter
(OTC) steel derivatives.
Transforming metals
The LME was established in 1877, in the midst of the industrial revolution. Britain, previously an exporter of base
metals, turned into a voracious importer, depending on ships to transport the metals to the country to feed the mills
of industry. With the long and often uncertain voyages of the seafaring trade then, where ships would ply vast
distances to bring copper from Chile or tin from Asia, merchants were left exposed to price fluctuations. The creation
of the exchange allowed these merchants to sell ahead and guarantee their prices. Traders could then buy forward
contracts with daily expiry dates of up to three months in advance. The three-month period corresponded to the
time it took for ships to carry copper or tin to Europe in the 19th century from Chile or Malaya.
This formalised trading benefitted the community, insofar as it offered fixed trading hours, standardised contract
specifications and served as a source of price discovery. In line with its role, the exchange, its members and its
clearing house, are strictly regulated by the UK’s Financial Services Authority, and has to comply with regulations
from the Serious Fraud Office and the Office of Fair Trading. “These regulations ensure that LME’s business is run in
an orderly manner, and is not open to price and market manipulation. The compliance department at the LME
conducts real time surveillance of the market,” said Milan.
With aluminium and copper amounting to half of its annual turnover, LME’s main competitors are the Shanghai
Futures Exchange and Comex in the US. Its global market share of trading in aluminium, copper, nickel, tin, lead and
zinc, collectively, stands at about 80 per cent for 2011.
Pricing for the future
A future is an agreement to buy or sell a standard quantity of a specified asset on a fixed date at a price agreed
today. The standard quantity is the lot size defined by LME. Aluminium, for instance, trades in a lot size of 25
tonnes, with a plus / minus two per cent tolerance. The specified asset refers to a specific grade of the material.
Copper’s quality on LME contracts, for example, would be the Grade-A copper cathode that conforms to the ‘BS EN
1978:1998 (Cu-CATH-1)’ standard. Prices are specified today for future delivery of the asset.
Milan explained that the three primary services of the exchange is to provide pricing, hedging and delivery.​ To
understand how LME arrives at its prices, consider the process of getting metals from the ground and into its final
product, such as a wire or a can. After mining and concentrating the ore or raw metal, the ore is smelted and
refined to produce semi-fabricated products like cathodes, ingots or billets. LME prices metals at this stage. The
prices of metals in less refined states would thus be the LME price less a discount to account for the production
costs and profits along this value chain. Similarly, finished metal products are the LME prices plus the production
costs and profit margins when moving from the semi-fabricated state to the finished state of a final product.
On the second role of the LME, Milan commented, “LME contracts have been developed as a hedging tool for
industry.” Hedging is establishing a position in a futures market opposite to a transaction that the participant had
carried out on a physical market. The aim is to protect against adverse price movements; to lock in an agreed profit
margin or to protect the value of one’s inventory. The fact that the hedger starts off with a price exposure on a
physical market, and uses futures to remove the risks that comes with the exposure. This differentiates him from the
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speculator, who participates in the futures market to take on the price and risk exposure.
Speculators come in different forms. Technical traders pursue momentum strategies trading off technicals on charts.
Hedge funds attempt to exploit pricing anomalies. Passive investors might take on a buy and hold position. Market
makers might attempt to earn from the bid-sell spread. While speculators have been much maligned, they are a
necessary component of the market, noted Milan. “Hedgers need somebody on the other side of the trade.” If all
participants were hedgers, there would be no one wanting to sell the futures contracts, hence investors and
speculators take that other side of the trade, feeding off the hedgers and vice versa.
To understand better why hedging is valuable as a risk management tool for businesses, consider that price volatility
can pose a real and serious problem for companies offering products at fixed prices. A car manufacturer sells an
automobile at a fixed price. Certainly, that price is unlikely to change on a daily basis. However, the price of the
steel used to make that car is fluctuating constantly. Futures can help lock down the cost of the steel required in
the car production, alleviating volatility problems, and allowing the company to plan its production volumes, and
control profit margins better.
Servicing metal markets
The last major role of the LME is to provide delivery. Milan said, “Less than 0.5 per cent goes to physical delivery”.
With such a small proportion of all trades, you might wonder why there is an extensive network of 600 storage
facilities situated across the globe to cater for this. The threat of physical delivery plays a vital role in creating price
convergence between the futures and the physical market. This price convergence instills credibility in the LME price
and serves the industry in times of over or under supply. Milan explained, “You would only deliver to the LME as a
last resort, when there are no customers for the metals.” By putting the metals in the LME warehouse, traders can
collateralise their inventory.
LME itself does not buy or sell the physical material, nor does it own the warehouses, the transportation operations,
or even set the rates for rents or handling. Its role in storage is to approve the locations and the facilities, to source
locations that are politically, economically and fiscally stable, where there is a net consumption of the metals, and
where the material can be transported, stored and managed soundly and safely.
To execute a physical delivery of the futures contract, LME warrants – a bearer’s document of possession – are
used. There is a secondary market in the warrants, with prices varying for different locations and premiums for the
different brands of the semi-finished metal products.
Trading happens 24 hours a day through an inter-office telephone market. A unique feature of the LME is that open-
outcry trading in the “Ring” still exists, alongside electronic trading, despite the fact that many other exchanges
have abandoned floor trading completely. Only 15 per cent of all trades happen there, with the rest over the
electronic channels. However the “Ring” plays an important role in setting official prices and managing “date
spreads”. The LME has different levels of membership, and only “category-one” dealing members are entitled to
participate in open-outcry trading.
Those wishing to access the market can do so through a broker or dealer, and all trades done on the exchange are
cleared through the designated clearing house, LCH.Clearnet. The clearing house sits between the two parties
trading, holding margins and ensuring that there are no defaults on the contracts. With the current financial turmoil,
there is a movement away from OTC contracts, which has counterparty risks. This counterparty risk is eliminated by
the clearing house.
While the exchange is physically located in London, the LME is a truly global exchange, with over 95 per cent of its
business originating from outside the UK. With such a sizeable market share of the world’s metals trading, the LME
remains the world’s premier non-ferrous metals market.
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